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Contents:
(1) Lighted
flip sign

(1) Left
hinge

(3) Cord clips

(2) Ball chains
(1) Right
hinge

(2) #8-32 x 3/8"
Machine screw

(3) Divider strips

(4) Cable ties

Warning: Unplug and turn off power before
installing or servicing.
Warning: Do not overtighten cable ties. This
will damage power cord insulation.

1. Before flip sign can be attached to the shelf

A

1. Pull clip

2. Push up on shelf to
remove

frame, the shelf needs to be removed from the
shelf frame. Reach under shelf frame and pull
the spring clips back slightly, Push up on the
shelf and remove. Set shelf aside during flip
sign installation (Fig. A).

2. Slide left and right hinge into channel in top of
the flip sign. Locking screws may need to be
loosened (Fig. B). For 1’ flip sign, see note
below.

Left
hinge

3. Position flip sign hinges to the correct width so

Locking screws (4)

as to engage the support tabs located on the
underside of the shelf frame (Fig. C).

4. Engage the support tabs in the rear square
Right
hinge

B

opening on the hinges. Push the hinges all the
way in. Use the securing screws to lock the
hinges in place (Fig. C).

Rotate arm
until pin is
above
contact
point

Note on 1’ flip sign:

Securing screw
Support tab
Rear square
Opening

C

Rotate arm until
spring is tensioned
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5. Center the flip sign between the hinges.

Tighten (4) locking screws through the top of
the flip sign and into each hinge (Fig. D).

Shelf
supports
Locking
screws

6. Pull coiled power cord slightly, applying light

pressure on the cord. Secure to both the middle
and rear shelf support straps with ball chains.
Route remainder of cord. Use cable ties and
cord clips to secure as needed. See
installation sheet “Power Cord Routing” (Fig. E).

Locking
screws
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D

7. If shelf has been removed from the shelf frame,
reinstall the shelf onto the shelf frame. Pull out
on the spring clips, position shelf and release
spring clips.

Front

E

Flip sign

Secure with
ball chains to
shelf supports

8. To insert or change the graphic transparency,
Side View

pull the clear cover down and out of the top
slot. Insert transparency and reinstall the clear
cover (Fig. F).

9. To change lamp, remove screws securing one
of the end caps. Slide the clear cover, graphic
transparency and acrylic diffuser out. Replace
with identical lamp (see label on fixture).
Reassemble fixture (Fig. F).

Clear cover
Acrylic diffuser
End cap

10. Apply the divider strips as needed to the

F

Apply as needed

Divider
strip

G

acrylic diffuser (or the clear cover). Strips can
be used to separate multiple transparencies
used on the same sign (Fig. G).

